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Controlled Stack Light

Arcus is Convenient

Technical Specifications

Dimensions - overall 670mm x 90mm x 40mm

Dimensions - Light Stack 310mm x 50mm

Dimensions - Pole 250mm x 16mm standard (length is customisable up to 400mm) 

Dimensions - Control Box 110mm x 90mm x 40mm

Power 24 VDC standard (can also be supplied in 12 VDC)

Interface Mini USB

Light type LED (bulb type is also available)

 Sorter light status:

• Red - solid - sorter controller is not responding (usually means e-stop condition)

• Amber - solid - sorter is paused

• Amber - flashing - if a bin or bins is detached for more than 10 seconds

• Green - solid - sorter operating normally - no exception conditions

• Green - flashing - sorter operating normally - a bin or bins are full

• Blue - solid - one or more sensors continuously blocked

• Blue - flashing - sorter is delivering below nominal speed - slowed down

Adilam’s controlled stack light is designed to be connected to our sorting machines and 
kiosks.  It is integrated with the onboard monitoring capability of the devices and the light 
will indicate various conditions.  

The light stack has 4 lights in a standard colour configuration of red, amber, green and blue.  
The colour configuration can be changed to include any combination of these colours plus 
purple and white.

Deployment is straight-forward as it only needs to plug in to a power source and a USB 
point on the control computer.

For our sorter implementations the offline controller is used as it can then monitor the 
online status of the machine.


